
. 40 Series are the smallest
reels made by UEA
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W hen you need a
high quality cable
reel that's small

on size yet big on power,
take a closer look at UEA
Series. It's half the size of

our larger 90 Series, making it
the perfect choice when you
have limited space for reel
mounting - or if you require
a small diameter cable reel.

. R40 reel is perfect for small
diameter cable up to 50 feet

. R44 and R46 reels
have shorter
length, larger
diameter
cable

StandardCable
ReelFeatures

Include:.Cable standard:
SOW-A. 5' of stationary cable
length included. Adjustable
cable bumpers allow varying cable
lengths outside the reel . Latch
mechanism guarantees de-reeled
cable will lock at desired length
. Constant tension reels available. Varying guide arm positions
allow floor, wall, ceiling or any
custom mount. Weather-proofed
spring motor gasket ensures long
life. Nylon guide rollers eliminate
cable pinching and reduce drag
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The CODlPaet
Workhorse

Looking for a small
yet heavy-duty
reel? The 50

Series is your answer!
With a larger spool
capacity than the 40
Series, but a more
compactsizethanthe
70 Series,this reelis
ableto meetmanyof your
smaller-application needs.

. Idealfor multi high
conductor count
cables of 5 or more

. Larger spool capacity
for longer, heavier 0.0.
cable up to .73"

. Available in stainless
steel to help with
corrosive environments
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StandardCableReel
FeaturesInclude:
. Cablestandard:SOW-A

. 5'of stationary cable length
included. Adjustable cable
bumpers allow varying cable
length outside the reel . Latch
mechanism guarantees de-reeled
cable will lock at desired length
. Constant tension reels
available. Varying guide arm
positions allow floor, wall, ceiling
or any custom mount. Weather-
proofed spring motor gasket
ensures long life. Nylon guide
rollers eliminate cable pinching
and reduce drag
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Toll Free: 1.888.822.2024
Web: www.ipandc.com
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�  Longest extension length

�  Allows larger bend radius for 
large diameter cable

�  Accepts cable up to 1.0" OD

�  Dual support saddle frame

�  Weather resistant

R80

80 Series
Spring Rewind Models

Model No.
Standard Model

R83LKP3
R83LKN3
R83LKM3
R83LKL3
R83LKP4
R83LKN4
R83LKM4
R83LKL4

100'
100'
100'
100'
100'
100'
100'
100'

16
14
12
10
16
14
12
10

3
3
3
3
4
4
4
4

0.390
0.550
0.615
0.680
0.430
0.600
0.640
0.730

Max.
Length

Wire
Ga.

No. of
Conductors

Std.SOW-A
Cable Dia.

R80
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